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ABSTRACT

Barrel shifters are often utilized by embedded digital signal processors and general-purpose processors to manipulate data. This paper examines design alternatives for barrel shifters that perform the following functions:
shift right logical, shift right arithmetic, rotate right, shift left logical, shift left arithmetic, and rotate left. Four
di erent barrel shifter designs are presented and compared in terms of area and delay for a variety of operand
sizes. This paper also examines techniques for detecting results that over ow and results of zero in parallel
with the shift or rotate operation. Several Java programs are developed to generate structural VHDL models
for each of the barrel shifters. Synthesis results show that data-reversal barrel shifters have less area and maskbased data-reversal barrel shifters have less delay than other designs. Mask-based data-reversal barrel shifters
are especially attractive when over ow and zero detection is also required, since the detection is performed in
parallel with the shift or rotate operation.
Keywords: barrel shifters, rotators, masks, data-reversal, over ow detection, zero ag, computer arithmetic.

1. INTRODUCTION

Shifting and rotating data is required in several applications including arithmetic operations, variable-length
coding, and bit-indexing. Consequently, barrel shifters, which are capable of shifting or rotating data in a single
cycle, are commonly found in both digital signal processors and general-purpose processors. Several patents [1{
10] and research articles [11{15] have been written on ecient designs and implementations for barrel shifters.
In [16], several 32-bit barrel shifters are compared in terms of delay, power, and power-delay product.
This paper examines design alternatives for barrel shifters that perform the following operations: shift right
logical, shift right arithmetic, rotate right, shift left logical, shift left arithmetic, and rotate left. These designs
are optimized to share hardware for di erent operations. Techniques are also presented for detecting results
that over ow and results of zero in parallel with the shift or rotate operation. Section 2 describes the basic
shift and rotate operations and gives examples of each operation. Section 3 presents designs for several types
of barrel shifters. Section 4 gives area and delay estimates for each type of barrel shifter as the operand size
varies. Section 5 presents conclusions. Further details on the designs presented in this paper are given in [17].

2. SHIFT AND ROTATE OPERATIONS

In this paper, we de ne A to be the input operand, B to be the shift/rotate amount, and Y to be the
shifted/rotated result. We de ne A to be an n-bit value, where n is an integer power of two. Therefore,
B is a log2 (n)-bit integer representing values from 0 to n ; 1. The barrel shifters presented in this paper
perform the following six operations: shift right logical, shift right arithmetic, rotate right, shift left logical,
shift left arithmetic, and rotate left. Table 1 gives an example for each of these operations. In this table, the
bit vector for A is denoted as a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 a0 and the shift/rotate amount, B , is 3 bits. As illustrated in this
table:

Operation
3-bit shift right logical
3-bit shift right arithmetic
3-bit rotate right
3-bit shift left logical
3-bit shift left arithmetic
3-bit rotate left
Table 1.

Y
0 0 0 a7 a6 a5 a4 a3
a7 a7 a7 a7 a6 a5 a4 a3
a2 a1 a0 a7 a6 a5 a4 a3
a4 a3 a2 a1 a0 0 0 0
a7 a3 a2 a1 a0 0 0 0
a4 a3 a2 a1 a0 a7 a6 a5

Shift and rotate examples for A = a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 a0 and B = 3.
3-bit Opcode
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Table 2.

Operation
shift right logical
shift right arithmetic
rotate right
shift left logical
shift left arithmetic
rotate left

Operation control bits.

 A B -bit shift right logical operation performs a B -bit right shift and sets the upper B bits of the result


to zeros.
A B -bit shift right arithmetic operation performs a B -bit right shift and sets the upper B bits of the
result to a ;1 , which corresponds to the sign bit of A.
A B -bit rotate right operation performs a B -bit right shift and sets the upper B bits of the result to the
lower B bits of A.
A B -bit shift left logical operation performs a B -bit left shift and sets the lower B bits of the result to
zeros.
A B -bit shift left arithmetic operation performs a B -bit left shift and sets the lower B bits of the result
to zeros. The sign bit of the result is set to a ;1 .
A B -bit rotate left operation performs a B -bit left shift and sets the lower B bits of the result to the
upper B bits of A.
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3. BARREL SHIFTER DESIGNS

This section discusses barrel shifter designs. Basic shifter and rotator designs are described rst in Section 3.1.
Mux-based data-reversal barrel shifters, mask-based data-reversal barrel shifters, mask-based two's complement
barrel shifters, and mask-based one's complement barrel shifters are then discussed in Sections 3.2 through 3.5.
In the following discussion the term multiplexor refers to a 1-bit 2-to-1 multiplexor, unless otherwise stated.
The operation performed by the barrel shifters is controlled by a 3-bit opcode, which consists of the bits left,
rotate, and arithmetic, as summarized in Table 2. Additional control signals, sra and sla, are set to one when
performing shift right arithmetic and shift left arithmetic operations, respectively.

3.1. Shifters and Rotators

An n-bit logarithmic barrel shifter uses log2 (n) stages [1, 2]. Each bit of the shift amount, B , controls a di erent
stage of the shifter. The data into the stage controlled by b is shifted by 2 bits if b = 1; otherwise it is not
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Figure 1.

8-bit logical right shifter.

Figure 2.

8-bit right rotator.

shifted. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of an 8-bit logical right shifter, which uses three stages with 4-bit,
2-bit, and 1-bit shifts. To optimize the design, each multiplexor that has '0' for one of its inputs can be replaced
by a 2-input and gate with the data bit and b as inputs.
A similar unit that performs right rotations, instead of right shifts, can be designed by modifying the
connections to the more signi cant multiplexors. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of an 8-bit right rotator,
which uses three stages with 4-bit, 2-bit, and 1-bit rotates. The right rotator and the logical right shifter supply
di erent inputs to the more signi cant multiplexors. With the rotator, since all of the input bits are routed
to the output, there is no longer a need for interconnect lines carrying zeros. Instead, interconnect lines are
inserted to enable routing of the 2 low order data bits to the 2 high order multiplexors in the stage controlled
by b . Changing from a non-optimized shifter to a rotator has no impact on the theoretical area or delay. The
longer interconnect lines of the rotator, however, can increase both area and delay.
The logical right shifter can be extended to also perform shift right arithmetic and rotate right operations by
adding additional multiplexors. This approach is illustrated in Figure 3, for an 8-bit right shifter/rotator with
three stages of 4-bit, 2-bit, and 1-bit shifts/rotates. Initially, a single multiplexor selects between '0' for logical
right shifting and a ;1 for arithmetic right shifting to produce s. In the stage controlled by b , 2 multiplexors
select between s for shifting and the 2 lower bits of the data for rotating.
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Figure 3.

8-bit mux-based right shifter/rotator.

A right shifter can be extended to also perform left shift operations by adding a row of n multiplexors both
before and after the right shifter [4]. When a left shift operation is performed, these multiplexors reverse the
data into and out of the right shifter. When a right shift operation is performed, the data into and out of the
shifter is not changed. An 8-bit data-reversal logical shifter is shown in Figure 4.

3.2. Mux-based Data-Reversal Barrel Shifters

The techniques described previously can be combined to form a barrel shifter that performs shift right logical,
shift right arithmetic, rotate right, shift left logical, shift left arithmetic, and rotate left. This approach is shown
in Figure 5. Initially, a row of n multiplexors reverses the order of the data when left = 1 to produce A^. Then,
an n-bit right shifter/rotator performs the right shift or rotate operation on A^ to produce Y^ . Finally, a row of
n multiplexors reverses the data when left = 1 to produce the nal result Y .
The design presented in Figure 5, called a mux-based data-reversal barrel shifter, also detects over ow and
results of zero. Over ow only occurs when performing a shift left arithmetic operation and one or more of the
shifted-out bits di er from the sign bit. A method for detecting over ow in parallel with the shift operation is
shown in Figure 6. In each stage, the bits that are shifted out are xored with the sign bit; when no bits are
shifted out, the sign-bit is xored with itself . The outputs of the xor gates are then ored together to produce
the over ow ag, which is '1' when over ow occurs. An additional multiplexor sets y^0 to a^0 when sla = 1. The
zero ag, which is '1' when Y is zero, is obtained from the logical nor of all of the bits in Y^ . One disadvantage
of this mux-based data-reversal barrel shifter is that the zero ag is not computed until Y^ is produced.

3.3. Mask-based Data-Reversal Barrel Shifters

Another approach for designing barrel shifters with the same functionality as the one presented in Figure 5
is to use a mask-based data-reversal approach [6]. With this approach, the primary unit that performs the
operations is a right rotator and the data-reversal technique is used to support left shift and rotate operations.
In parallel with the data reversal and rotation, masks are computed that allow logical and arithmetic shifting
to also be performed. With the mask-based data-reversal approach, the over ow and zero ags are computed
 For shift left arithmetic, the sign-bit corresponds to a
^0 , since the data is reversed.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

8-bit data-reversal logical shifter.

Mux-based data-reversal barrel shifter.

Figure 6.

8-bit right shifter/rotator with over ow ag.

while reversing and rotating the data. A mask-based data-reversal barrel shifter is shown in Figure 7. With
this type of barrel shifter, several masks are computed in parallel with the data reversal and rotation. The rst
mask that is computed is the F mask, which contains B leading zeros and n ; B trailing ones. For example, if
B = 3 and n = 8, then F = 00011111. The design of an 8-bit F mask generator is shown in Figure 8. When the
F mask is anded with a rotate right result, a shift right logical result is produced. To facilitate both rotating
and shifting, each bit of the F mask is ored with the rotate signal to produce the P mask. Thus,
(0  i  n ; 1)

p = f + rotate
i

i

(1)

which sets P to all ones for rotations. The temporary result, T , before the nal data reversal, is computed as:

t0 = y^0  sla + sla  a ;1
t = y^  p + s  p
n

i

i

i

(1  i  n ; 1)

i

(2)
(3)

where s = sra  a ;1 .
One advantage of the masked-based data-reversal barrel shifter is that the over ow and zero ags are both
computed while the data is being rotated [7]. The zero ag is calculated using an n-bit zero mask, Z , which
masks out any bits that do not appear in the nal result. Z is computed as
n

z0 = p ;1 + sla
(4)
z = sla  p ;1; + sla  p ;1
(1  i  n ; 1)
(5)
After the Z mask is computed, it is bit-wise anded with A^, and the resulting n bits are nored to compute the
zero ag. To calculate the over ow ag, the sign bit, a ;1 , is xored with the n ; 1 remaining bits of A to
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Figure 7.

Mask-based data-reversal barrel shifter.

Figure 8.

8-bit F mask generator.

Figure 9.

8-bit over ow calculation.

determine which bits di er from the sign bit [8]. The (n ; 1)-bit result from this operation is then anded with
the complement of the (n ; 1) leading bits of the F mask. Finally, these bits are ored together and the result
is ANDed with sla to produce the over ow ag. This approach is shown in Figure 9 for n = 8.

3.4. Mask-based Two's Complement Barrel Shifters

Another approach for designing mask-based barrel shifters takes advantage of the fact that a B -bit left rotate
is equivalent to an (n ; B )-bit right rotate [5]. When n is an integer power of two, n ; B corresponds to the
two's complement of B . Thus, when a left shift or rotate operation is performed, the two's complement of B is
used as the shift amount, which eliminates the multiplexors needed to reverse the input and output data.
A masked-based two's complement barrel shifter is shown in Figure 10. The F mask is computed using the
technique presented in Section 3.3, except B^ is used instead of B . When right shifts are performed, the F mask
is used directly. When left shifts are performed, the complement of the F mask is used. When performing
rotate operations or when B^ = 0, the P mask is set to all ones. Thus, the P mask is now computed as

p = left  f + rotate + bzero
(0  i  n ; 2)
p ;1 = left  f ;1 + sla  left  f ;1 + rotate + bzero
i
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(6)
(7)

where bzero = 1 when B^ = 0. Y is computed as

y = y^  p + s  p
(0  i  n ; 2)
y ;1 = (^y ;1  p ;1 + s  p ;1 )  sla + sla  a ;1
i
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where s = sra  a ;1 . Z is computed as
z = sla  p ; ;2 + slap ; ;1

n

(8)
(9)
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(0  i  n ; 1)
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(11)

After the Z mask is computed, it is bit-wise anded with A, and the resulting n bits are nored to produce the
zero ag. The over ow ag is still computed using the technique shown in Figure 9, with F replaced by P .

3.5. Mask-based One's Complement Barrel Shifters

One disadvantage of mask-based two's complement barrel shifters is the need to perform a carry-propagate
addition to obtain the two's complement of B when performing left shifts and rotates. This carry propagation
can be eliminated by instead using the one's complement of B for left shifts and rotates, and making minor
modi cations to the rotator and mask generation logic [3]. This approach is shown in Figure 11. The rotator is

Figure 10.

Mask-based two's complement barrel shifter.

modi ed by adding a row of multiplexors that performs a 1-bit rotate and a row of xor gates that complements
B for left shifts and rotates. Since it is no longer necessary to test if B^ = 0, P is computed as

p = left  f + rotate
(0  i  n ; 1)
p ;1 = left  f ;1 + sla  left  f ;1 + rotate
i

i

n

n

n

(12)
(13)

Z is computed as
z = sla  p ; ;2 + slap ; ;1
z ;1 = sla + slap0
i

n

i

n
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(0  i  n ; 2)

n

(14)
(15)

The rest of the unit is identical to the mask-based two's complement barrel shifter.

4. AREA AND DELAY ESTIMATES

To obtain area and delay estimates for the designs presented in this paper, several Java programs were written
to generate structural VHDL for each barrel shifter, given the input operand size. These programs were used
to generate 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128-bit barrel shifters, which were rst simulated to verify functionality and then
synthesized using IBM's CU-11 0.11 micron CMOS standard cell library, with copper interconnect [18]. Each
design was synthesized to optimize for delay.

Mask-based one's complement barrel shifter.

Figure 11.

Barrel Shifter
Mux-based Data-Reversal
Mask-based Data-Reversal
Mask-based Two's Complement
Mask-based One's Complement
Table 3.

8
1308
1226
1958
1926

Operand Size
16
32
64
2731 6416 14242
3180 6141 14488
3908 8827 17657
4507 9825 20247

128
30990
31424
36592
40453

Total area estimates in equivalent gates.

Tables 3 and 4 show area estimates in equivalent gates and delay estimates in nanoseconds for each barrel
shifter. As illustrated in Table 3, either the mux-based data-reversal or mask-based data-reversal designs have
the lowest area, depending on the operand size. Table 4 shows that mask-based data-reversal barrel shifters
require less delay than the other barrel shifters for all operand sizes examined. They are faster than the muxbased data-reversal barrel shifters, since they compute the zero and over ow ags in parallel with the rotate
operation and they do not have additional multiplexor delays for selecting between shift and rotate operations.

Barrel Shifter
Mux-based Data-Reversal
Mask-based Data-Reversal
Mask-based Two's Complement
Mask-based One's Complement
Table 4.

8
0.68
0.61
0.89
0.86

Operand Size
16 32 64
0.83 1.08 1.30
0.75 0.94 1.06
1.03 1.19 1.41
1.08 1.22 1.44

128
1.46
1.27
1.67
1.74

Worst case delay estimates in nanoseconds.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has examined four barrel shifter designs: mux-based data-reversal, mask-based data-reversal, maskbased two's complement, and masked-based one's complement. Area and delay estimates, based on synthesis
of structural level VHDL, indicate that data-reversal barrel shifters have less area than two's complement or
one's complement barrel shifters and that mask-based data-reversal barrel shifters have less delay than the other
designs. As the operand size increases, the delay of the shifters increases as O(log(n)) and their area increases
as O(n log(n)).
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